
BUSINESS PLAN PPT FOR INVESTORS

An investor presentation is a snapshot of your business plan. It is created as an attractive visual summary, which can
give an overview to your audience.

The more you can make the problem as real as possible, the more your investors will understand your business
and your goals. Keep it short and sweet. Download Here 20 IDWall Another great startup pitch deck is from
IDWall, which supplies business security through reliable and automated 1 document validation 2 identity
verification and 3 background checks. Be prepared to provide a detailed sales forecast, profit and loss forecast,
and cash flow forecast. Businesslike is almost always best as a fallback decision on how to make a good first
impression. Of course the financials, the competitive advantage, the market potential and the idea are all
important, but you also must show the fire in your belly. Sending unsolicited, unanticipated business plans
with a mere cover letter won't typically get your plan read. Here are some common documents that you may
want to have ready for after you deliver your pitch: Executive summary: An executive summary , sometimes
called a summary memo, is a two- to three-page overview of your business. Make sure your deck stands alone
without your presentation: Your pitch deck will always be better when you present it, but it should ideally be
able to tell some of your story without you being there to tell it. Define and size the market. They invest in all
kinds of businesses, from blockchain and online video to food tech, consumer commerce, education, and many
more. Download Here 47 Printify This startup helps entrepreneurs and brands create custom products to sell in
their store. Traction Traction means having a measurable set of customers that serves to prove a potential. In
some cases, you may have as few as five minutes to present. The speaker used his startup pitch presentation to
support his verbal communication, rather than just repeating or reading off the slides. Don't make it too long
Average entrepreneur pitch: 38 slides. Analyze your competition and state your advantage. Download Here 26
iControl iControl replaces paper with an iPad at construction projects for efficient documentation. What we
love about this pitch deck is how, from a visual point of view, it keeps the same line with their website.
Instead, investors will want to see that you have a very specific and reachable market. Millman should know,
because for more than 15 years, the organization she heads has been helping women raise financing from
venture capitalists VCs and angels. The presentation holds lots of essential information, without being too text
heavy. Many startups did not show any results even after a prototype has been launched. That pause created an
excitement and made the results feel even more compelling by cutting down 15 minutes waiting time to 15
seconds. In this edited excerpt, the authors explain how to present your plan to investors or other individuals
after you've completed it. Ask people you know for referrals. Find names, addresses and phone numbers of the
type of investors you wish to target. In some cases, you may even have some personal connection to the
person other than a referral. Download Here 8 Backstartup Backstartup is a new accounting, legal, and payroll
solution. A great pitch deck gets potential investors excited about your idea and engages them in a
conversation about your business, hopefully leading to an investment. What we love was their impressive start
to getting 1 million users onboard within 8 months which was clearly displayed in the pitch deck. However,
with the ever-evolving world of business, we are still learning every day. VCs and angels invest in people, not
just ideas on paper. Even if you are opening up an entirely new market, your potential customers are using
alternative solutions to solve their problems today. Download Here 39 Voxeet Voxeet helps companies
experience free high-quality audio conference calling across devices. So, while a solid pitch deck is critical to
raising money, the key goal of the deck is to get to the next stepâ€”another meeting and a request for more
information. The key here is explaining how you are different than the other players on the market and why
customers will choose you instead of one of the other players on the market. Slide 4: The solution Finally, you
get to dive into describing your product or service. The more specific you are, the more realistic your pitch
will be.


